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50 Designation of hydrocarbons 16 In this activity, students assemble the names of hydrocarbon structures with splits written on maps. By discussing the rules for the designation of hydrocarbons, including alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and arenas, the students review and clarify their understanding. This activity is best used after students have spent some time
on this topic. Learning objectives Students will use the rules for the designation of hydrocarbons including alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and arenas. Provide each group with a molecular model kit consisting of four carbon atoms, 10 hydrogen atoms, and 10 bonds, four of which must be flexible bonds. Ask them to construct as many different molecules as
possible by using all or some of the component atoms and bonds. Ask groups to show and name some of their molecules. Now share the learning goals with students. Give each student a student sheet. Distribute to each group a set of hydrocarbon name maps and hydrocarbon structural maps from sheet 1 or hydrocarbon structure maps from sheets 1 and
2. Circulate and support groups like them: Mix the hydrocarbon structure maps alternately when selecting a hydrocarbon structure map and use the hydrocarbon name maps to construct the appropriate name discuss and agree a name where a student is unsafe, write the name of the hydrocarbon on their student sheet asking for a name of the structures
answer sheet When they have named all hydrocarbons compare the answers with their group responses and change their own, if necessary. Ask students in their groups to identify and record all types of structures that they all find difficult to correctly identify, and evaluate what kind of structures the other student could name with confidence, and what
structures made it difficult to write these assessments on the student's sheet. Evaluation for learning comments The introduction of the learning objectives is of course the result of the original task of constructing molecular models. The group work with cards involves the students in the peer assessment, which is formalized at the end of the session. By
comparing their ideas to an answer grid, students can see the standard they are aiming for. The activity also includes an element of self-assessment, both during the naming phase and formalized at the end of the sequence. Resources For each student student sheet For each group of three students set of hydrocarbon name cards set of hydrocarbon
structural cards set of hydrocarbon structure maps 1 Of the Structures Response Sheet Molecular Model Kit consisting of four carbon atoms, 10 hydrogen atoms and 10 bonds (four flexible) Optional hydrocarbon structure maps 2 50 naming hydrocarbons post 16 In this activity, students put together the names of hydrocarbon structures with components
written on maps. By discussing the rules for the designation of hydrocarbons, including alkanes, alkenes, alkynes and arenas, students review and clarify Understanding. This activity is best used after students have spent some time on this topic. Learning objectives Students will use the rules for the designation of hydrocarbons including alkanes, alkenes,
alkynes and arenas. Provide each group with a molecular model kit consisting of four carbon atoms, 10 hydrogen atoms, and 10 bonds, four of which must be flexible bonds. Ask them to construct as many different molecules as possible by using all or some of the component atoms and bonds. Ask groups to show and name some of their molecules. Now
share the learning goals with students. Give each student a student sheet. Distribute to each group a set of hydrocarbon name maps and hydrocarbon structural maps from sheet 1 or hydrocarbon structure maps from sheets 1 and 2. Circulate and support groups like them: Mix the hydrocarbon structure maps alternately when selecting a hydrocarbon
structure map and use the hydrocarbon name maps to construct the appropriate name discuss and agree a name where a student is unsafe, write the name of the hydrocarbon on their student sheet asking for a name of the structures answer sheet When they have named all hydrocarbons compare the answers with their group responses and change their
own, if necessary. Ask students in their groups to identify and record all types of structures that they all find difficult to correctly identify, and evaluate what kind of structures the other student could name with confidence, and what structures made it difficult to write these assessments on the student's sheet. Evaluation for learning comments The introduction
of the learning objectives is of course the result of the original task of constructing molecular models. The group work with cards involves the students in the peer assessment, which is formalized at the end of the session. By comparing their ideas to an answer grid, students can see the standard they are aiming for. The activity also includes an element of
self-assessment, both during the naming phase and formalized at the end of the sequence. Resources For each student student sheet For each group of three students set of hydrocarbon name cards set of hydrocarbon structure cards 1 names of structures response sheet Molecular model kit consisting of four carbon atoms, 10 hydrogen atoms and 10
bindings (four flexible) Optional hydrocarbon structural maps 2 Learning objective: to understand how to name and determine the structure of the various organic compounds. Concept 0: Understanding the link between organic chemistry and real Concept 1: Naming and drawing Alkanes Concept 2: Naming and drawing alkenes and Alkynes Concept 3:
Naming and drawing cyclic and aromatic structures Concept 4: Naming and drawing organic molecules with functional groups Day 2: Naming and drawing straight AND branching chain Alkanes Homework: Ready-made worksheets for naming straight and D-chain D-chain Class: Practice day! Day 3: Quiz 1 - Naming Simple Chain Alkanes + Quiz 2 - Naming
Branch Chain AlkanesHomework: Cement your understanding of Naming/Drawing Straight/Branch Chain AlkanesNext Class: Alkenes (Double Bonds) and Alkynes (Triple Bonds)Quiz - Simple Chain Alkanes 1a, 1b, 1cQuiz - Simple Branched Chain Alkanes 2a, 2b, 2c (Complete at home!) Day 4: Names Alkenes and AlkynesHomework: 2 Worksheets (YES
2!) to name Alkenes/AlkynesNext class: PartnerQuiz to name so far + Cyclic Structures Day 5: Alkenes and Alkynes Quiz + Cyclic StructuresHomework: Cycloalkanes + Aromatic Chains WorksheetsNext Class: Functional Groups (Last new material!) Day 6: Quiz about cycloalkanes and aromatic structures + The Montreal Protocol (a triumph in science)!
Homework: Get the missed work! Next class: Function groups part 1 day 7: Function groups part 1! Structural Isomere, Alkyl Halides, AlcoholsHomework: Functional Groups Part I WorksheetNext Class: Quiz on Functional Groups (Part 1)! Day 8: Quiz on Function Groups (Part I) + Functional Groups (Part II) Cis-Trans Isomerism, Ethers, and Esters
Homework: Hebden Review: p, 221's 8 and 9 p. 225 #17, p. 230 #26.28, p. 234 #32.33 AND p. 242/243 #38,41,43Next class: Socrative Review + Unit Quiz Day 9: Socrative Review + Unit Quiz + Prep for LabHomework: Prep for Test Unit Next Class! Next class: O-Chem Unit Test! Day 10: Biochemistry unit test! Homework: Review for Organic Chemistry
Unit Test (Reminder Student Logs due at the START of the Unit Test)Next Class: Lab - Esters! Day 11: Lab - Ester! Homework: Finish and Turn in Esters LabNext Class: Start Safety Unit Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Hydrocarbon.Some of the worksheets shown are Naming Hydrocarbons work and key, Hydrocarbons work and key, Alkanes
work and key, Naming hydrocarbons, Work for organic chemistry, Chapter 21 hydrocarbons, Work 6 combustion reactions, Chapter 8.Once you find your worksheet, click on pop-out icon or print icon to print. Worksheet opens in a new window. You can download &amp; download or print using the browser document reader options. 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th, HomeschoolPage 2Oh no! We did not find any results for the naming of %20hydrocarbons. Check your spelling and try again. Show the top 8 worksheets in the category - Naming Hydrocarbons.Some of the worksheets shown are Naming Hydrocarbons Work and Key, Naming hydrocarbons, Work naming and drawing alkanes, Naming and
drawing alkenes work and key, Name ch ch, Naming hydrocarbons name, , Work for organic chemistry. Once you've found your worksheet, click the pop-out icon or print icon for the worksheet to print or download it. Worksheet opens in a new window. You can &amp; or print with the browser document reader options. 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
HomeschoolPage 2Oh no! We did not find any results for the naming of %20hydrocarbons. Check your spelling and try again. Again. Again.
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